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REPORT ON THE 1983 CONSULTATION WITH GHANA

1. The Committee consulted with Ghana in accordance with its terms of

reference and the Declaration of the CONTRACTING PARTIES on Trade Measures

Taken for Balance-of-payments Purposes (BISD 26S/205). The consultation

was held on 6 December 1983 under the Chairmanship of Mr. J.N. Feij

(Netherlands). The International Monetary Fund was invited to participate

in the consultation pursuant to Article XV of the General Agreement.

2. The Committee had the following documents before it:

Basic Document (BOP/238)

Secretariat Background Paper (BOP/W/73)

IMF Report Recent Economic Developments,
dated 21 July 1983

Opening Statement by the Representative of Ghana

3. In his introductory statement, the representative of Ghana said that

in the light of the unprecedented economic difficulties his government had

inherited, coupled with the crisis in the world economy, the Government of

Ghana was committed to maintaining for the time being the restrictions on

trade and payments which had been in force for some time in the belief that

it would receive the sympathetic understanding and material support that

would make it possible to discontinue the restrictions as soon as economic

circumstances permit. These measures had been taken after consultation
with the appropriate multilateral institutions, and he hoped that the

mutual understanding, confidence and sympathy that had prevailed during

previous balance-of-payments consultations in the GATT would be sustained.
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Ghana's protracted balance-of-payments difficulties were due to the failure

of exports to generate enough foreign exchange to finance needed imports

and to meet debt obligations. These difficulties had been aggravated by

the oil crisis of the mid-1970's and unfavourable terms of trade. In

addition, adverse weather conditions and bushfires had increased the need

for food imports, which meant that available external resources could not

be used to finance the import of inputs required for the export sector;

this inadequate supply of inputs and the lack of incentives for producers

resulted in the recent low levels of production.

4. The economic recovery programme, instituted by the Ghanaian Government

to provide the basis for resumed growth, had been supported by the IMF in

the form of a standby arrangement and compensatory financing and by the

World Bank in the form of a reconstruction import credit of US$ 40 million;

negotiations were also underway for a World Bank export rehabilitation

loan. Further support for the economic recovery programme was given by the

Paris donors' conference in the middle of November 1983, at which the donor

countries pledged a total of US$ 150 million during 1984. All these forms

of assistance were expected to provide a firm foundation for the country's

economic recovery programme and lead to a significant growth in the

economy.

Statement made by the Representative of the International Monetary Fund

5. At the invitation of the Committee, the representative of the

International Monetary Fund made a statement, the full text of which is

reproduced in the Annex.

Balance-of-Payments position and prospects - alternative measures to

restore equilibrium

6. Several members of the Committee expressed sympathy for the great

difficulties Ghana was facing in rehabilitating its economy, and welcomed

the economic recovery programme instituted by the Ghanaian Government.

While it was recognized that under present circumstances Ghana needed to
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implement trade restrictions for balance-of-payments purposes, the hope

was expressed that no new additional measures would be taken, but that

should any new measures be taken they would be notified promptly. Members

welcomed indications to the effect that the Ghanaian authorities would

continue their adjustment efforts beyond the current programme period and

would liberalize restrictions as the balance-of-payments situation

improved. In this connection, the representative of Ghana noted that no

new restrictions had been introduced by the present government.

7. In reply to the question whether all measures listed in the

secretariat paper were justified on balance-of-payments grounds, the

representative of Ghana said that only the licensing system was used

to regulate imports. The other measures listed, though they might have an

incidental effect on imports, had not been instituted for

balance-of-payments reasons.

8. Several members underlined the importance of stimulating national

production, in particular but not exclusively for exports. Referring to

point 2 of Ghana's Economic Recovery Programme (BOP/238, page 5) zhey said

it was important not to neglect "small inputs" whose constant and immediate

availability are necessary for the smooth running of any machinery. In

this regard, they also referred to the closure of the Ghanaian border which

had cut off the supply of such inputs and asked whether the Government of

Ghana was aware of this problem and when and how it would be solved.

Regarding the transport sector, they noted that the standstill on imports

of used vehicles into Ghana could be a complicating factor in further

development of that sector. They also said that delays in implementing

development projects based on new loans might occur due to labour shortages

created by inappropriate wage policies. They also asked whether progress

had been made on a new investment code under preparation. Finally, it was

noted that while the increase in producer prices of cocoa seemed high, in

real terms cocoa farmers were earning much less than they had in previous

years.
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9. The representative of Ghana, referring to restrictions on imports of

vehicles, said that there was no absolute ban on such imports. The aim of

the restrictions was merely to keep the number of vehicles in the country

within reasonable limits due to limited availability of fuel and spare

parts. Permission to import a vehicle had been granted in a number of

cases where applications for compelling reasons had been made to the

authorities. The problem of imports of "small inputs" was eased by

permitting exporters to retain 20 per cent of their hard currency earnings

in foreign exchange overseas accounts. In addition, discussions concerning

the reopening of the Eastern border were underway. As to the cocoa prices,

it was true that there had been a real decline in recent years: the

government's producer price policy, however, aimed at ensuring that there

would be no significant erosion of the producer price in real terms. New

investment legislation was being drafted but had not been finalised.

10. One member asked whether provisions were being made to diversify

exports under World Bank programmes. He cited a number of possible areas

of expansion, including moving from raw material to processed exports of

cocoa and timber and deep-sea fishing. He also asked whether there had

been a reversal of capital flight since the adoption of Ghana's economic

recovery programme.

11. The representative of Ghana said that export rehabilitation and

diversification were priorities for his country. There were currently

three measures in force which had the effect of helping the growth of

non-traditional exports, namely the 20 per cent foreign exchange retention,

more adequate provision of raw materials and spare-parts under the 1983

budget to increase capacity utilization and customs draw-back on imported

inputs. It was still too early to assess the impact of the economic

recovery programme on capital flows but information on this point was

expected to be available in the near future. In reply to a question, he

said that although the external trading environment was relevant to Ghana's

balance-of-payments situation, it did not seem appropriate to discuss it in

the present circumstances.
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System, method and effects of the restrictive import measures

12. Several members asked how and at what stage transactions under special

licenses were accounted for in the balance-of-payments since the exchange

to finance them was held outside the country. They also asked what was the

reason for the clean report of findings for imports over US$ 2,000 f.o.b.

referred to on page 7 of BOP/238. The representative of Ghana said that

the sources of foreign funds for special licences were not generally known,

and that such imports could be financed from the proceeds of unrecorded

exports or funds held abroad by residents and non-residents. Special
licenses were only used to monitor imports financed by such funds. The

clean report of findings referred to price, quality and quantity of

imported goods. In reply to a further question, he said that no

preferences were given to ECOWAS members in the allocation of import

licenses.

13. Regarding the import licensing system in general, one member asked

whether the Ghanaian Government had any future plans to facilitate access

to import licences. In addition, she asked what was the percentage of

imports entering under both specific and special licenses. The

representative of Ghana replied that there was no discrimination regarding

the allocation of import licenses to eligible importers. Specific licenses

were allocated according to an annual import programme based on foreign

exchange availability. There was, however, no a priori determination of

the percentage of imports allowed under special licenses, which were

delivered or, an ad hoc basis.

14. In response to a question regarding agricultural restrictions as

listed in BOP/238, the representative of Ghana said that any restricted

item not appearing on the list might be due to a problem of classification

rather than omission. He said that because Ghana needed to import food,
what restrictions may exist in the agricultural sector were for foreign

exchange reasons. There was no policy to restrict agricultural imports

beyond the need to encourage local production.
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15. A question was raised regarding the procedures that Ghana was

following to ensure that tender documents arising from the World Bank

export rehabilitation loan would be made available to all interested

parties. The representative of Ghana replied that all tenders were

advertised regarding certain contracts or imports the government wanted to

execute, and in many cases foreign as well as local companies were allowed

to participate in them. While the Ghanaian authorities were not bound by

the lowest bids, they looked to the most efficient and expeditious means of

carrying out the tenders.

Conclusions

16. The Committee recognized the difficulties facing the Ghanaian economy

and welcomed the efforts made by Ghana to overcome them with the assistance

of multilateral financial institutions. It noted that Ghana's import

regime had been simplified and that it operated without discrimination

regarding sources of supply outside of bilateral clearing systems

maintained with a few countries.

17. The Committee encouraged Ghana to pursue its efforts to adjust to the

current difficulties, and expressed the hope that it would soon be in a

position to fulfil its intention to relax trade restrictive measures as

soon as its balance-of- payments situation improved.

Annex

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

[to be added]


